


This was AAAR's third international specialty conference and extends the findings presented at AAAR's

first specialty conference "Particulate Matter: Atmospheric Sciences, Exposure, and the Fourth Colloquium

on PM and Human Health," Pittsburgh, PA, 2003 (Davidson et al. Airborne Particulate Matter and Human

Health: A Review; AS&T 39:737-749).

Results from the 20 I0 AAAR Air Pollution and Health conference are being published in six special

journal issues (Environmental Health Perspectives - this issue; Air Quality, Atmosphere and Health

(including a second addressing the science questions directly); Aerosol Science and Technology;

Atmospheric Environment; and Inhalation Toxicology ~ 22[S2J, 2010). All six special issues will be

published by spring 20 II.

This issue includes selected papers from the Conference that align with the goals and objectives of

Environmental Health Perspectives. Results presented indicate the importance of a multipollutant approach

and the further importance of including components of particulate matter to understanding the linkages

between sources and adverse health outcomes, including respiratory and/or cardiovascular (Rohr et al.; Ito

et al.; Lall et al.; Zhou et al.), associated effects, such as inflammation (Alexeeff et at), and birth effects

associated with exposures to traffic related pollution during gestation (Malmqvist et al.). Several air

pollution components and sources were associated with these health effects including elemental carbon and

secondary organic aerosol, traffic, local industrial sources, and residential oil and wood burning. Where

studied some effects varied by season and location (specifically, Detroit, Seattle, New York City), likely

due to the influence ofdifferent source impacts. Most of the above papers were based on epidemiological

studies, except one toxicological study using CAPs exposure to mice (Rohr et al.). One paper identified

characteristics of populations related to susceptibility - Who's Susceptible? - and developed a

comprehensive defmition of susceptibility (Sacks et a1.). One accountability study (Lobdell et at) was

conducted showing the advantages to hybrid regional-local modeling to assess health improvements in

small communities (New Haven, CT).
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